NUDENTS PICKET NAVY RECRUITERS
wy
yO
as

tectuiting officers on

Umboldt campus

were met

signs of protest this week

they

set up a recruiting sta-

tion inside the CAC.
The
recniters,
the same
crew whose presence on the
University of Califomia touched
off a student boycott, were
greeted with signs of ‘‘Kill for

Peace?’’, ‘‘Declare Waron Pov-

erty not Peasants,’’ and ‘‘War
is a Good Investment, Invest
Your Son."*

Involved in the protest were
Bob

Betonte,

Don

Hanna,

Perry

Alla, Dan Freese, and Alex
Kamola.
Betonte, Hanna, and
Allen began the movement earljer

in

the

week

by

carrying

signs and passing out material,
last week when Air Force reptesentatives appeared on campus. A table of information was
set up acmoss from the navy recruiters.
When

asked

stations

did not operate out of

why

the recruiter

Arrested

were

Rick

Vreden-

burg, Lyn LaRochelle, and Fred
Gallacinao, all students of Humboldt.
The three were confronted by
&

campus

security

guard

into

the

bookstore

was allegedly gained by way of
a key taken from a fiend.
The name of the person from
whom the key was taken was not
available.
According # Dr. Don Karshnet, Dean of Students, the ad-

ministration is planning disciplinary action. Dr. Karshner said
that the case will pmbably be
turned over w the Student DisCiplinary Board sometime next

week.
Dr.
Karshner
further
stated that Judge A.C. Hillman
put

off

sentencing

until

next

week after originally scheduling it for today.
“I assume the judge intends
to temper his actions according
to

the

action

taken

here

az

school,’ Dr. Karshner said.
President Comelius H. Se

Annual Christmas
Concert Dec. it
The nineteenth annual
Community
Christmas
will be presented this
evening in the Mens Gym
Humboldt
Chorale,

indicated

investigation

Now that the question has afisen over the giving of special

treatment. He specified further
that originally the recruiters op-

privileges,
Dr.
Karshner
has
suggested that the ASB establish a committee to investigate

erated
through
the Placement
Office, but waditional military
recruiters
have
been
greeted
special privileges of setting up
their stations in the cafeteria.

Karshner

said,

that

the matter and get, ‘‘if they wish”
a new policy conceming armed
forces recruitment.
Tuesday, Activities Advisor,
Paul Moore requested that the
Navy
move. their table to the

in

the past no questions have risen

over allowing

recruiters

Arcata
Concert
Sunday
at 8p.m.
Concert

Choir, Symphony Orchestra and

Arcata High School choral organizations will be partici
in
the event, with a
of Advent Music presented ty the
Brass Ihsemtie.
A vatiey of carols and traditdonal Christmas music will be
presented by the various groups,
concluding with the combined
efforts of all the
in Bachs
“centata No.
* and the Hallelujah Chorus from Handel's
““Messiah,’’ conducted by Mr.
Cnaries Fulkerson.

special

post-realities

following

theme
eme of heeoonginal play, i “The@
Graduation” written ty Brian

Keith, Theatre Arte major.

covande
gectatatese Covegs
a col ege ege
George
played ty Richard Walashek,
and

his

normalicy,

rebellion

he

establishment,

acceptable.

and

against
the

CAC. Student groups, he said,
were not allowed to pass out literature in the cafeteria under
existing policies. To avoid any
guch occurances such as occurred at Cal, at San Jose, Moore
said that he requested the move
ao that both groups had an
qpportunity w distribute their
materials.

The protesters are expected
to hand out information through
today in the same place.

LumberJack

that a complete

of

the

manner

HUMBOLDT

of

entry would be conducted by
De. Karshner. Dr. Siemens went
on t point out that more thorough knowledge is needed

about

the “‘loose key,’’
The
three
were originally
booked on charges of burglary,
but pleaded guilty to malicious

mischief after the charge was reop by the District Attomey’s
office.
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Council Sets Up Committee
To Examine Berkeley Protest
Acting on the request of sua-

‘THE BRIG’
Opens Mon.
The

brutality

military

of

life

in

the

will be presented Mon-

through

Thursday

in

Directed by Doug Wold,

uate

Theatre

play

will

Arts

present

the

written

ay, ‘The Brig’’,
enneth Brown.

grad-

student,
for

by

the

the
first

time to many

persons on camp-

us,

reality of a word

the harsh

where the individual is stripped
of his personality, is a number

ent Jack

Sheridan,

islative

Council

Student

has

Leg-

set up

applicable to conditions existing
at HSC, and to determine whether
or not the ASB should consider

publicly

endorsing

the

strike.

is

beaten

phvsically and mentally.
An
example of the

The four demands tat have
been made by the UC sudents,
according to Sheridan are:

living

One, off-campus police should
not be called in to handle pmb-

without

identity

and

theatre, the objective is to involve or twuch of engage the
audience, not just t show them
something.

The setting is a brig in Japan. It exposes human attrition
wrought by authority as a complete critique of the damaging
force of out society. It condemns and ezoses the barricades which divide us into victims and excutionets.
Desperately needed for the
play, ‘‘The Brig,’’ military Geld
jackets combat boots and fatigue
outite. Leave at Language Arts
division dffice.
is

“In this play the individual
shown as being capatie of

meaness,

vicioumess

and

cruelty,’* said Wold.
‘the
cast includes
Larry
Wameley,
Clyde R. Huycke,
John McCaddon, Mike Hollen,
Jerry Cone, Pete Brant, Clarence Nichols, Craig Richards,
Peter Mann, Michale Osbum,
Reginald Mintey, Lincoln Kilian,
Jerry Nusbun, Emie Tompkins,
and Lomd Knaus.

a

committee
to examine
the demands of the striking University
of Califomia at Berkeley students,
and possibly
lend ASB
support to their cause.
Sheridan asked the committee,
which is being chaired by Sophmore Class President Bob Ross,
to see if any of the striking
students four demands might be

lems that can be handled by the
—_
police.
wo, there should be no disciplinary action taken against the

the

readily

The play follows George as
he ie eubsequendy rejected by
his casemates to his subjagatfon. The suttounding theme

being that college introduces
ideas, without any relationship
to the real.real world.
The
. a8 rected ty
Richard
jan graduate Theat
te Arts sudent,is comic satire;
ptesamting the audience with a
peotiem and leaving the viewer
to resolve it.

**| hope the audience will en-

joy the play as a form of enter.
tainment more than the idea,"
said Hoffman.
A special invitational performance will be given Sunday,
followed ty coffee and critical

nine persons who were arrested
November 30 during the all edged,

riot that stemmed from the appear-

ance

of a Navy

recuriting

table

on the UC campus.
Three,

the

military

should

have the same privileges and
restrictions as other off-campus

gtoups,
regarding
on-campus
appearances and recruiting.
Four, there should be a system of judicial review for all

student disciplinary action.
Sheridan pointed out that demands one and four are already

established policies at HSC.

He

also noted that demand three has
been agreed to by Berkeley Chan.
cellor Roger W. Heyns, but is

apparently not practiced at Humboldt.
Since

Hayns

the

has

cruiting

plaza

riot,

barred
tables

area

sponsored

at
by

Chancellor

military
from

Berkeley

re-

campus

unless

student organizat-

College Christmas Assembly
Set For Next Thursday
The annual College Christmas
Assembly
will take place on
Thursday

December

16

in

Se-

quoia Theatre at 11 a.m. Taking
part will be the Concert Choir,
the Chamber (Madrigal) Singers
and an instrumental ensemble.
Also feawred will be Mike
Viera, reading poems ty Lawrence

Ferlinghetti

and

Ogden

Nash.
Dr. Leland Barlow retums to direct the Choir, taking
over the baton from Dr. Leon
Wagner, director of the Choir for
the past ten years.
Professor Bariow, who direct
ed the Choir from 1946 to 1965
will present the group in a var-

Brian Keith's Original Play Opens Monday
The

‘It’s
everybodies
and Air Force,’ he

after

leaving the bookstore with te
stole
items.
They allegedly
dmpped their takings and ran
after seeing the guard, and were
apprehended.
Entzance

mens

privileges.
omy: Navy
po
"

that they have been given pri vileges
for years
and
special

Dr.

Three Students Caught
Burglarizing Bookstore
Three members of the Delta
Signa Phi Fratemity pleaded
guilty
earlier this
week
to
charges of malicious mischief
after being apprehended early
Monday moming attempting wo
make off with $200 worth of items
from the HSC Bookstore.

the Placement Office, Dean of
Students, Don Karshner, replied

discussion with the author and
Girector. Invitations can be ob
tained ty seeing Dr. Pauley of
Mr. Hoofman.
The play will t: perfomed
publicly next Monday through
Thureday following he presen tatton of “The Brig.’’
The cast of players are: Dr.
James Gast, Richard Walashek,
Dr. James Houscholde, Gordon
V. Hayes, Myra Fulgham, Paula
Galant, Don Evangelino, Larry
Hensley, Linda Dungan and Tom
Peterson.

iety of Christnas songs ana carols, including Caroling, ty Burt;
Lullay;
an old English carol,

Pap-a-pan, and other songs.
A

student

woodwind

quintet

under the direction of Mr. Phil
Kates wid present ‘Suite Modique,”* ty Porsh, and the Chamber Singers

will present concert

scenes from the
**Amahl
and he Night Visitors,’’ by Menott) and other selected canis.
Upon entering the assembly
the audience wil] be greeted by
familiar carols played in the
foyer ty the Brass Ensembie
directed ty Dr. David Smig.
Faculy, students, and the
public are invited to attend wi
¢
charge.

Starlighting Ceremony
Scheduled for Sunday
The

13th Annual

Ceremony

will

Starlighting

be held on the

front steps to Founder’s Hall on

Sunday, December 11 at 7 p.m.
ft will be sponsored by the
HSC Spurs. The Christmas season will be officially opmed by
the lighting of the Christmas

star above Founder's Hall, the
presentation of selected readings
and a music program.
It will be followed immed.

fately ty the waditional Christ
mas Concert.
vited & attend.

Everyone

is in-

fons.

Otherwise,

Heyns

said,

they will be considered as part
of te universitys vocational
recruitment program
and will
operate in the placement center.
At HSC, according to placement officer Ken
Bums, the
placement
center
allows
the
military

to come

on campus

and

supply

interested

students

with

information conceming the armed

services.

Burns

said the mili-

tary doesn’t really recruit, as do

the private companies

that send

representatives here, tut is a.
vailable
for informational pur-

poses and uses facilities that
are also available to student
groups.
Ross’ committee was tw have
met
before
today
to
Sheridan’s suggestions.

consider
Also on

the committee are Pat Crooks,
Brian
Konneraman,
and Mike
Caroll.
In relation to this topic Crooks
brought up the fact that during
the recent visit of Air Force repfesentaives

to

this

campus,

one of their official cars remained parked all day by an expired
parking meter, and was not ticketed ty the normally vigilant
campus
police.
Ate a brief chuckle, Council referred this matter to the
Campus Parking Committee.

Faculty Continues
Quarter System
Program Revision
The
Curriculum
Committee
Continues to discuss and review
curriculum revisions of the vartous divisions as they complete
eit curricula conversions
next falls quarter system.

The

December

1,

apptoved conversion of the curficula bg ——
—s —
in
Engli

swry,

‘

Physical Education, enemies
and Social Science.
The requirement of a mah
Candamentals ezam showing prtoAciacy to the level of first year
high school algebra was finally ¢
apptoved by the committee as a
prerequisite for en tance into the
Science A course. No such proficiency exam had been required

previously .

The Committee tabled dscussion of he possibiliy of a
similar fundamentals ezam as a
prerequisite to Peychology 1A.

The Govemor or shall we say the Govemor elect
couldn’t have meant that the rebellious students
at the University of Califomia w :Berkeley should
“obey the preseri bed rules or get out."*
Or did he mean it?
Let’s investigate further
as he continues, ‘*No one is compelled to attend
the University.°°
Now that is certainly tue; what
more does this prophet, philosopher, and poet have

se
288

7

i rit
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i
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i

fis

to say about the University?

Well, after pensive thought and due consideration to the latest Berkeley crisis the following

words project from the lips of Our Great Leader,

“In
the
Oh
for

all the sound and fury at Berkeley,’* (notice
metaphorical device) “‘one voice is missing.”
no! Rise conservatives and search diligatly
the missing voice.
Ah! But alas! Our protector has found it, the
missing voice, hiding behind some empty money
Our leader speaks; ‘‘It is the voice of those who
built the university and pay the entire cost of its

operation, its time that voice was heard,”

So it shall, so it shall. How naive of us to have
excluded the taxpayer from such an event! What,

then, does the taxpayer say?

words of those who
**There thall be
to the University,’
refuse admittance

Let us hear the holy

have created us.
armed guards at each entrance
says the taxpayer. ‘‘They will
to all non-students, keep an

orderly and non-violent campus, and arrest anyone
that lingers long @ough w resemble an attempted

i
|
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Thank You Taxpayers ?.
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§Students-Cost of Education
May Sky Rocket Very Soon

tt FEE

graduated college students don’t keep in

i:

coll
structure will take a bigger chunk of their pay check.
The effect of tuition on the public university and coll
te to place the major emphasis on wage-eaming, or at
to emphasize those professions that pay higher wages.

sit-in.
The taxpayer continues, ‘‘Curriculum will be a
function of the extemal public in as much as the
student is receiving an education in order to be a
respon sible and effective citizen and to fit into our
society.

Therefore,

all courses

will be offered

in

keeping with the traditions of laissez-faire capitalism, the advantages. of war, the preservation of
denccrac; «s the only form of polatical inst tutions
anc t.e necessity of being raised according to good

old orthodox Christianity.
“The student shall keep in mind that he receives an education because of our tax money, and

he is, therefore, compelled to profess and learn
our viewpoints and values. If we are going to finance the institution we are going to specify what
should be taught and leamed."*

**Furthermore,

students

shall

behave orderly,

without my organized or concerted dissention toward school administration - individual dissention
doesn’t do any harm because it can’t ghake the
foundation, not only that, but we ha ve to conserve
democracy,
Organized dissenters will be viewed
as corrupt and degenerate radicals with no pur.
pose other han to cause trouble.”
**Finally, re
Ssccenes will be removed
from the campus
se much dissention offers
aid to the communist conspiracy and threatens the
overthrow of our g@vemment.
Such dissention is
detrimental to he development
of a healthy citizenty who never cause trouble about anything, or, for
that metter even concemed. The Univeraity should
be the same way.°*
Our leader, the Savior, from the ranke of Conservationism who has come forth to save the nonbelievers stands boldly before his army and speaks
“The people of Califomia provide free access to
an education unmatched anywhere in the world.
They have a right to lay down miles and a code of

conduct for those who accept the gift.°*
A giftis it! Thousands of taxpayers tell their
sons and daughters, ‘“You have your own choice
to make in the matter, but if you want to compete
in this country, you’ve got to go to school; if you
want to be anything, if you want to be among the
intellectuals and the economic elite, you have to
go to school.
So, we are giving
you a gift, but a

very peculiar type of gift, one that you pretend belongs

but really

to you,

belongs

this

Take

to us.

gift, my son, and emerg ‘from school as a whole-

some citizen.’°

Thank you Govemor,

or rather

Governor-elect;

thank you tazpayers; thank you wholesome citizens

you have given us a wonderful gift, but, and I hope
this won't disturb you, I seem to have lost it somewhere.
know the answer, the way in
which he throws himself into

the part endears him to professor

"Ion Ohis Corner”

|| ws sw ikay wo wer wen
gems

as

“‘how

true,”

‘‘you're

kidding’®’
and “‘you can say
that again!’® during the course

(of the World)

of he class.

AIX-EN-PROVENCE, FRANCEHere in Aix, which abounds with
American students from all parts
of the nation, this writer is in
constant contact with what the
sociologist might call a broad
ctoss-section of the Amefican
student.

Observing their characteristic
behavior pattems in an environment quite unlike their native
habitat, we have beam able to
classify them into several specifie

and

:

a

ue
hi
i i ae i
i!
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z

j

:, | | f

distinct

Nodders,

types.

question of his class, for example, the Murmerer begins to
mouth

unintelligible

sounds

so

as to give the impression that,
although he knows the answer
he is wo shy to say so. Although, in truth, he seldom does

and

one

managed

w

write

five

full-length letters and a recipe
for Boston Cream Pie all dur-

(Contiaued on page 3)

These

Smilers (also

known as Chucklers), Murmerers,
_

li

!

ft

sltiee
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j I ! Bete aH i
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i te i i
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i
\ aie ali |

include

ant breed and such are the odds
for their kind.
Musmerers
are one of the
more
common
breeds of students. When the teacher asks a

Scribblers
are related
to
Murmerers by motivation. Their
pens are in constant motion,
obviously recording every bit
of wisdom for posterity. Filling
page after page, they impress
both the professor and their fdlow students.
The advanced scribbler can
keep on at this pace for hours,

Scribblers and Deep

Thinkers.

Some of these are, of course,

quite common and
Others, however,
at camofiauge and
defenses, and will
in more detail.
The first type,
can be recognized
of nodding wisely

professor is

easy to spot.
are adept at
other natural
be described
the Nedder,
by his habit
whenever the

saying

something

that might be important. They
are especially active after the

professor

has

said

something

such as ‘‘those of you who have
tread (sem, heard of) this (obsecure author, music, play..."

Oddy

enough,

their head-nod-

ding maintains its frantic pace
even if they haven't read (seen,
heard of) whatever the professor
is talking about.
;
Smilers invariably go to work
when they think the professor
may have said something amusing. Obviously, this is no easy
task, but the dedicated Smiler
ectutinizes the professor's face
for signs of expectancy in order
to know when to
give his all.
Of course
have been
known to guess wrong and be
caughtin their act during
a reGital of the abuses of the Inquidition, but they are a resili-

"Oh yeah, if you're such a good protester,
why

aren't you in jail?"

Committee for Student Christian Action
Open Discussion of Pertinent Issues
Each

Thursday

at 3:30 p.m.

the Convrittee for Student Christjan Action meets in the West
Conferenze Room of the CAC.

The
CSUA,
formed last year
under the name ‘‘Eccumenical
Representa ives,’’
provides
Christian st dents and other in-

by Rev. Cedric Hepler, Campus
Minister, and professors on time-

ical problems

ly issues, to the student.
Rev. Hepler and guests speak
on any topic on the “Images of
Man’’
Wednesday nights, 7:30,
on KHSC-FM radio.
The Coffee House Committee

within

the Christ-

community

acon

programs.

.

Under
the chairmanship of
Norm Dunmire,
the CSCA has
established five committees to
implement its purpose.

The Literature Table Committee provides informative pamph-

Epsilon’s 1967 Sweetheart
*"s TKE Sweetheart
Ball.

Judy Byers Named Teke Sweetheart
Miss
English

Judy
major

Byers, a senior
from Eureka, was

crowned Sweetheart of Tau Kappa

Epsilon

Fratemity

during

last Friday nights Sweetheart
Ball at the Big Four Inn.
Rounding out Miss Byers’
court were runners-up Claudia
Fridley,
Peterson

Jean
and

Kessler, Helynn
Gerry Wilkinson.

The Tekes also honored Dean
of Activities Kate Buchanan by
naming her Honorary Sweetheart
and awarding her with a TKE

Miss Byers will now be entered in Tau Kappa Epsilon’s
Intemational
Sweetheart
Contest, and she will compete wit
the sweethearts of the other 233
TEKE Chapters for the tide of
Intemational Sweeth eart.
Miss Byers was presented
with a TKE Sweetheart pin, and
was crowned by Teke president
Don Rubin in the absence of
last

years

Bames

sweetheart

Karen

who is no longer attend-

ing Humboldt.

Sweetheart pin.

(Continued from page 32)
ing

the

course

of

her

Health

and Hygiene clase--a record
which has yet to be matched,
by the way.
Our last

type

is

the

Deep

Thinker. He is easily identified
ty his nesting habits. Usually
found at his desk with his head
in his hands, he seems to be
soaking up the essentials of the
lecture without having w take
cumbersome
notes. He is, of
course,
actually
asleep,
but

only because his mind is preoccupied with more important
things

than

the

everyday

hum-

drum of the classioom.

The five types above may al-

be crossed to fomn such di verse

types as the Nodder-Sailer,
the
Murmerer-Scribbler and the formidable Nodéer-Smiler-MurmererScribbler. But these are fairly
sdf-explanawry and the reader
might
search

Happy

means more
omer ndemodern gem mictoscope
8
the
heart of the dicmond
4
lect. Details that
t value are clearly demonstrated.
This professional service is
ptotection

when

as.

U

Se@creas

sence

ceed

find
out

Professor

Donald

Jewell,

blocks

of earth

Fellowship.

Movement,

and

Campus

The CSCA urges all interested.
students to attend their Thursday
meetings.

read

ER

On the plaza

Engageables

removing

from points a-

glass,

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) . . . a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The

bottles,

prepare contracts

name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

and move

your Keepsake Jeweler’s store. Find him in the
yellow pages under “Jewelers.”

ah
on the reconstruction as
part of the Fort Humboldt State
Historical Monument.

Moore Announces
Sign-Up for Dances

ReoistEeRreco

e

Clubs wishing to sponsor
after-game dances are utged to
contact Paul
advisor.

Moore,

activities

The dances which will be
held after basketball games are
co-sponsored by any club or organization that is interested,
and according tw Moore, signups should be madeas soon as
possible.

it interesting
to
these for himself.

hunting.

FOR SALE: 19°° Silvertone Portable Black and White television’
Outstanding condition.
Speaks
good english for a three year old
TV. Call 442-3139.

TIMPANE
ALSO $350
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Please send new 20-page

620 Sth St. & 4900 F St.
eS

Christian

Club,

Of The

they

buttons, and uniform fragments.
More students are due back
next summer to continue the research.
Meanwhile,
the
state

will

Student

Canterbury

Choice

round the wide
.
the students were successful in
their search. As well as finding
the evidence they were looking
for, they turned up hundreds of

of broken

Methodist

First

officer's house and a powder magPainstakingly

naa

848 G Arcata

set out in search of the enlisted
men’s barracks, the commanding
azine.

6

|

Sacramento State College student
archaeologists
have discovered the sites of some of the
original buildings at Fort Humboldt, the 118-year-old military
base where Ulysses S. Grant once
served. °
A group of 13 students during
the summer worked to unearth
foundation
timbers
and
other
clues
to the sites of the old
buildings
at Humboldt
Bay at
Eureka.
Under the direction of

pieces

In This Corner

=

fr Rf F 2<

Miss Judy Byers, Tau
as she was crowned
at last.

form he so

chooses, including the medias of
art, music, drama, and dialogue.
The group that compose CSCA
at present include; Judson Fellowship, UCCF, Newman Club,
Lutheran Students Association,

a)

lets and magazines which can be
purchased at cost.
The table
provides
a center for campus
discussion on any subject, and
is located in front of the College
Commons
on
Thursdays
from

Students Uncover
Fort Humboldt Site

press himself in any

to react constuctively to those
situations.
Evening seminars are given

terested pers.'s the opportunity
to discuss pert.naent socio-politjan context and to act upon these
ideas through both college and

seeks the establishment of a
building where the public, and in
particular the student, can ez-

10-a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Socio-Political Committee is sensitive to local, nat
ional, and international sociopolitical conditions and attempts
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FORUM:

Speech Students to Read Christmas
Stories to Area Elementary Students
The delight, and magic of
Christmas will be brought to
Arcata
Elementary § students
through a selection of stories
and poems this season by for.
ensic students.

Started

last year,

the read-

ings will be for kindergarten
d@ghth graders.

to

Mr. Ronald Young, Mr. Louis
Bright, assistant professors of
are the directors with
Miss Dee Fahlander as student
co-director of the program.
The

readings

are

being

pre-

sented by 35 students from Forensics and Interpretation classes and other interested studenta
“The thing that excites me
is they are reading before an
audience sho wants to hear
what they are reading,”® said
Mr. Young.

spaces
of d
ite
A limnumber
is available

rts
Fligh
CharJette
FROM

EUROPE

FORUM... presents timely
and provecative opinion and
Giecuasion
on subjects of general interest. Faculty membere and students are invited
te eubmit material on any
tepic. Manuscripte may be
submitted to the Lumberjack
editer in LA 13 and should
mot exceed 1000 werds.

Selections range from: ‘‘How
the Grinch Stole Christmas’, a
nasty

creature living

in a cave

who disguised as Santa stole
all the Chrisanas presents and
trees
to ruin the children’s
happiness,
only
to discover
they were happy without the presents.
Persons interested in participating in the readings should
contact Mr. Young in the Language Arts building, room 9 by
Monday.

Annual Sno-Ball
Slated Tonight
Tonight

is

the

night

for the

Annual Sno-Ball, sponsored by
the Associated Student Body,
according to Georgette Telford,
general chairman.
The dance is to be held in the
Eureka
Inn
Colonnade
Room,
with
music
by Jerry Moore's

gtoup.

Bids

are

free

to ASB

members.

Should the
annual income
I wish to
States should
living to each
anteed annual

be

started

the

FOR THAT
SOMEONE
SPECIAL GIFTS THAT
PLEASE

The California
State Colleges

for information:
Office of International
Programs

California
State Colleges

1963

five years,

proposals

of the

First labeled as ‘‘nutty’’ his idea has reappear
ed

recently

in the report -of tie Yovernment

Auto-

mation Commission, a high-powered advisory panel
to the President which recommended a negative
income tax, a variation
of the Theobold idea. The
basic idea
of the guaranteed annual Income in assorted

many

forms

is

now

gaining

vociferous adherents,

respectability

some of

whom

on the plaza

ARCATA

istence level below which no American would
But! think it will come as it is the only
sink.
way we can keep the capitalistic system. Only by
the GAI can we insure that the current American
economic system can survive. The war effort right
Surely we can think of
now is our only answer.

the arguments

concept

of the ‘‘work-ethic’

which Theobold ad-

as a basic

tenet of

of our society must go if we are w survive.
says that we are entering a new efa whose

quirements

He
re-

are as different from those of the in-

dustrial age as those of the industrial age were
different from the agricul tural age.
In his view the requirement of full employment

right to monetary

resources.

Throughout

human history toil has been an essential for subsistence, but with cybernation
the basic toil will
be by machine, not by men.
The question of surviving abundance then is
upon us.
To retum to an earlier prophet, Stuart

Chase, whose ideas Theobold incorporated, the
answet is to create an economy of abundance, not
one of scarcity which we now have. Only in this
way

a better way to keep our nation going economically

—

than

can man survive as master of the machine.
I think the guaranteed annual income will come

we

need to live with it.

eats must work.’

For some reason

money,

fare check from the Govemment.

value

according

to

Paul

ed w be shown with the movie.
Cost of admission
is
2

cents and is sponsored

by the

Student Activities Commission.

Fish Fry
Sole, Cod er scallops,
Potatoes, Vegetable, roll,

system

squarely

Eureka

$q7>

442-2981

to accept the

idea that it is just as respectable w receive a
check from Govemment as from ones Grandfather.

Just in passing, two other problems loom large
upon the horizon.
One is in the obtuse (except
)
to economists
area of currency
flow. The GAI
must be liquid and not cumulative in a few
hands. The next. problem, and this one is tremenéd
ous ethically and morally, and hits at our very tap
reot, is to substitute meaningful activity for work.
Whatever will we do with our new leisure?
These are only a few problems, all be it basic
ones.
But man is a creature whose glory lies in
his mind, and the human mind which created the
society and the machine, can surely fashion answers which will enable him to be master of the
machinek not be mastered by it.

There will be no firms on
in January, and students
utilize
the placement

center soon if they are not certain of after-graduation plans.
The following companies will
have representatives on campus

Completed

Wednesday
and
Thursday,
December
14-15: The Central

Intelligence
campus

Agency

seeking

will

nearly

be on
all maj-

ors.
Male and female students
may attend, and a GPA of 3.0 is
desired. U.S. citizenship for at
least five years is essential.

next week:

Monday , December 12, Department of Health Education and
Welfare Audit Agency will be on
campus to interview accounting
and auditing majors only.
Monday and Tuesday, Decem-

ber 12-13: Region 5 of the US
Forest Service, from San Francisco will talk to forestry majors
in the Forestry Building Room
105 at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. During
the remainder of the two days,
personal interviews will be held.

WANT

butter and beverage.

Foot
of C St.

We must face this

and change

in he Placement Office.

Eat

- SSLAZIO’S

campus
should

to inherit

but it is not respectable to receive a wel-

Monday Evening

A carwon entitled “Unicom
in the Garden"’ is also schedul-

or sealed, Fillet of

there are exceptions.

plete.

Theater,

Soup

However

it is highly acceptable

Fall Placement Recruiting Nearly

‘Moore, activities advisor.

You Can

Many problems need our im-

mediate attention.
Foremost is a revision of our
value structure regarding work.
From John Smith on we have held that “‘HE who

Cary Grant Flick

**Father Goose,"’ featuring
Cary Grant and Leslie Cason,
will be shown Monday, December 12, at 7:30 p.m. in Sequoia

All

men to the maw of war.

What we need now is not to argue about it. What
need to do is to figure out the new miles we

Fall recruiting is nearly com-

EVERY WEDNESDAY

zoe

to sacrifice ont

the GAI (1% of our GNP,
We not only can
or the current budgetary allowment for the war in
Viet Nam) but in my opinion we cannot afford NOT
ruin of our
isative
the only altern
to do it. 1 think
present-day system of production and distribution
of goods. This is the reason that I think tig business in America today is already for the GAI.

and

reside

vances are economic in nature, namely the cybernation will so change the nature of the production
of good for life maintenance hat the time-honored

absolute

Fare:
$235 one way

ductivity of the nation and of establishing an ex-

British

is in doubt, and in its place he proposes a guaranteed annual income which would give everybody an

1600 Holloway Avenue
San - Francisco,
Calif. 94192

the wrong reasons. I wish I thought it would come
for the human values involved, the values of allowing each American to participate in the pro-

socio-economist Robert Theobold, great debate was
heard throughout America regarding his starting
idea, namely a guaranteed annual income of $3000
for a family with two children.
This was based

on the figures of $1000 per adult and $500 per child.

Unfortunately, it will come for

and come quickly.

preferable

high up in the American economic power structure.

Paris - San Francisco
August
5, 1967

the next

being in action by 1970.

Following

Mrs. Kathryn Corbett
Associate Professor of Sociology

United States institute a guaranteed
for each American as a basic right?
take the position that the United
guarantee a minimum standard of
American, by the system of a guarincome, and that this system should

within

Essentially

For Faculty,
Staff, Students of

Should America
Have A Guaranteed
National Income?

Second Hand
Store
VA 2.3008
700 Fifteenth Stregt
AROATA

SALESMEN WANTED to sell
television time. Good Commission. No Investment.
You can have a good
monthly income. If you
like MONEY, you'll like
selling television.
Just

Call:

443-6088

ssesceee
GT eee
TERS TO THE EDITOR...........
The Conservatives
Need To Mature
It was a genuine pleasure for
me to notice recently that at least
some of the politically conserva-

tive

individuals

on

our

campus

are becoming more enlightened
and articulate.
They no longer:
have to resort to such childish
tactics as throwing tomatoes at
speakers or disturbing meetings
with catcalls--actions which in
the past indicated that though
they truly cared about a democratic United States, they were

express

to

prepared

quite

not

However, ther
their emotions.
effort, placing signs in
latest
the cafeteria with the name Swfor a Democratic

ted for Students

was the epitome of cre-

Society,

thinking

ative

substitw-

Slobs

Degenerate

dent

constructive

and

action by this group which, strang
ely enough, desires to work anonymously. So to those of you ree

you

commend

let me

sponsible,

for your mature, intelligent act.
Raymond

Wagner

LJ Editorial
Challenged
Editorial of December

2

fact, it drew the reader to all
the wrong conclusions. It could
certainly not be construed as
respon
si blejoumalism.
Humboldt County is owed
by the lumber industry. Why?
Look at our location and trans-

facilities.

Industry

locates in other places because
it is cheaper to do so. The market for their goods is readily
accesible.
Labor is abundant.
Transportation is not a major

problem.

Here

we

have

woads which lead in three
ections.
Port
facilites

poor.

The

or destroyed

railroad is
each

bad
dir.
are

crippled

winter.

Other

industry would be somewhat insane t locate here. The cost
is wo high.
The writer discusses inade-

quate
land

Conservation is the wise use

of natural resources. Management is the application of conservation. It involves the building of roads for access. It is
deciding where and when and
what to cut. It is deciding how
to use the land. How are the
lands
being
mis-managed
so
badly that it threatens the life
of
everything
on
the north

coast?
The
There

pwovisions

for

“

...

management

for

reforest-

ation.’* Managing land for reforestation
means
running a
nursery. Forest land is general ly managed for timber, wildlife,
recreation, water, and forage.
The Forest Practices Act makes
it the responsibility of the op-

accusation
is

no

is

evidence

disprove

it.

Were

it

to
true,

the

fitted only

for

creation of mass hysteria.
a fine example of the “big
technique; it has no place
responsible college news-

paper. Pethaps it is time the
Lumberjack makes an effort to
be al ways accurate. The editor-

jal

would

be

a good

place

to

start.

Bruce Terrence Jackson

Time to Reaffirm
Human
Something
people seem

Values
is rotten, yet the
unaware of or in-

sulated from the results of the
military -industri al
compl ex's
activides.
Similar results are
achieved by the American busi-

nesses exploiting the natural resources
and human beings of
Latin America, Southeast Asia,
and Africa through the support
of the CIA and other such agencies

that

too

frequently

oppose

the will of the people w protect
US interests.
Daily we read of atrocities of
starving

children,

heart-tom

mothers, lost men, and American
airplanes dropping napalm upon
people, not mere objects , but
live

human

beings

in

many

re-

spects like ourselves.
Can God be on our side? Can
we

be

right

and

everybody

else

our

sensitivity

to

the

wrongs

man,

ers

not materialistic,

Norman

‘Red-Baiting’ Of
Clubs Scorned

authorides

dent
other
forth

Nor

did

the

.

went

to

see

but that gives us no ethical or
legal right w plaster the walls
of the college with our viewpoint especially when we make
it so all inclusive as the word
There

does.
are

channels

they

I am

‘‘okayer’’

told they

were

ganization

be your

that is being

or-

“Red

Baited.’’
Political,
religious,
and service organizations made
no move either.
Bystanders are no more innocent, in my opinion, than the
three students. I might add that

I’m quite sure that even the fac-

what they were promoting. BUT,
these were not “‘posters pwmoting**, rather they were sl anderous (unpfoven and probably
unprovable) remarks regarding
members of an organization on
campus.
We may differ in opinion
with another student or group,

‘*RED"

poster

organi zation.
Tomortow it may

ulty

Saturday, while on campus I
observed
three students who
were busy putting up some posters. Being of the assumption
that bulletin board (or walls as
in this case) were for promotionpfopaganda--]

yet

finally removed by the ‘‘victim"’

and

staff

these posters

al

by the pro-

and

Legislative
Council
or
legislative bodies came
tw see to their removal.

lift a hand.

values?

Dunmire

were ‘‘okayed’’

stayed in place for some time
and not one member of our Stu-

re-

What are our chances of becoming self-fulfilled individuals
rather than cogs in this society
without
an
active
sensitive
awareness to life.

I cannot believe those post-

per

sultant from the inhumane treatment of one gtoup to another and
of developing a constructive prwgtam for the reaffirmation of hu-

of com-

munication open to students,
such as the Lumberjack, KHSCFM,
and discussion panels or
gtoups.
Why don’t these students use these to imn out differences of opinion or send messages tw the student body? Why
sneak out on a quiet Saturday
aftemoon,
when you're rather
sure of not being spotted, and
plaster unsigned or unidentified
posters that are highly critical
to others?
If these
three young men
really believe that there is sane-

who

observed

felt no responsi-

bility for seeing to their removal
= on
would have taken care

of

it).

more value on the wrapping than
what is inside?
This type of insecure snobbery is expected at elementary
school level but by junior high
we see it start t drop away and

by

senior high it is fairly well

a thing of our myth-filled childhood. At college we no longer
judge people's worth by their
color,
size, clothing, family or
hafrstyle--we now look for more
valid yardsticks
such as the
literature they read, the thoughts
they express, the projects they
work on and probably even to
what degree they make us rethink some of our ‘‘cob- webbed’*

convictions.
When I finally willed up 30
. units, a group called ““SPURS’’

sent me an invitation t join.
This gtoup wears a uniform that
looks a great deal like my high

school

“pep

squad’’ outfit. I’m

tw be pointed

out to the student body--such as
the condition or choice of an-

choosing and just added a head
band or flower tw identify them

thing

that needs

others
clothing--aren’t
there
some moremature ways to do so?
When you tactly imply that

during
cetely

others are communists, you are
getting int something that is a

theie

litle more serious than a college prank.! know who the three
boys are and I truly feel they
owe it to the student body and
especially the SDS members to

place those which were cut.
The Department of Fish and
Game is trying tw find a workable solution to the pollution of
streams. They want the responsibility placed on the operator.
These are only two cases in
which responsible management
is
being
assured.
Cut-over
lands are often seeded w insute reproduction. Others are

¥en
3328800 75%

students
have

who

gotten

couple

feel

registration, etc. I sinhope that no gifl has

stayed out of SPURS because of
kiddish

looking

uniform--

it is their perfomance that matters and this group works hard.

I also see some rather ridiculous looking fellows running
around campus in brightly paint
ed cardboard boxes. These are

they

over such

of years

back

should
antics

a

and who

would never be invol ved in such

trivia.

Yet do we judge these

students on this ope thing alone?

Not I! They really don’t have
cardboard heads.
I also see young

dressy

looking

men

in rather

green

jackets

that have what looks like a coat

of ams on the pocket.

I see no

special utility to these jackets.
Their work is no more noble be-

cause of their jackets.
Yet,
this group chooses to wear hem
and isn't it really their business?
Let’s

makes

get

off

the

kick

that

us be more concemed

a

bout a man‘s clothing, deodrant,
haircut, car, number of times he
combs his hair or shaves his

whiskers---let’s get on a new
‘trip’? that lets us look into
their minds and performance of
our fellow students.

-And for gosh sakes!! Let’s
stop red- baiting at Humboldt now!

Last year I was told by some

students that they were really
interested in SNCC and its work
and would really like to join
Friends of SNCC at HSC if it
hadn’t been for the dress and
appearance of some FOSNCC
members.
Isn't
that putting

sure this group could and would
d just as good a job if they
each wore clothing of their own

‘erator t ensure that trees re-
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either bring forward some valid
proof or extend a retraction.

are the possibilities of renewing

sup-

Lumberjack
would
certainly
not be the first to publish it.
The Lumberjack has a responsibility to be accurate and
to report the truth. The Editor.
fal in question serves no purpose other than manufacturing a
It seems

wrong? Should we transform the
world into our image at any cost?
What will remain after we have
changed the world?
what
More important, though,

false.

port it, while there is a lot to

the
It is
lie’’
in a

conceming the ‘‘Redwood Curtain’® made effective use of distorted facts. Partially based on

portation

man agement?

debate.

Editor:
The

planted. Most come back naturally.
The editorial speaks of consumptive
and wasteful
mise
management and how it will destwoy fish, birds, animals, land,
trees, and man. The implication
is the mis-management of tinber lands.
But what is land

Chris Myers.

~ Eureka High Scheel
presents

Senior Class Wight
Dec. 9 & 10 8:00 p.m.
Adults.......81.00
Students....8

.75

Potential January Graduates
Named by Records Office

F.

Baxter,

Robert

C.

R.

Codiga,

Donald

B.

Coppin,

Charles Paul Corbin, Jr., Glenda
Louise Courts, Shirley Ann Cramer, Marilyn Rose Wilson Crane.

Robert

B.

Criswell,

Carl

L.

Del Grande, Judith Biden Dettinger,
Timo
W.
Dinsmore,
Robert Walter
. Je.,. Jeffrey

Thomas Ellis, Diane Bishop Epifani, Delores L. Johnson

Fahl an-

der, Ralph Mark Gaedicke, Roland

Keith Gage, Gabrielle V. Gordon,

New Members
The

Intercollegiate

Knights

held their formal initiation on
December 3 at Aldo’s Humboldt
House in Eureka with proprietors
Aldo and ‘*Susie’’ Tadolini providing Italian-American cuisine
in their ‘‘Garden Room.’’

Christmas Pot Sale
Jim Richardson
& Morry Herman

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Dec. Sth

10th

11th

The Potters will be there

to help you choose from

the

The evening was marked by
presentation of Valerie Van

Pelt IK Duchess and a presentation by guest speaker Jerry

H an-

Howard
Daniel
Green,
Helen
Claire Hammer,
Barbara Jean
Linda Kay Edwards
Harrison,
Hartford, Edna R. Herriott, Allen
Nelson Hoey, Barbara Lee Hoffpauir, Michael Eugene Holler.
Stephanie Ann
Ellen
Holmboe,

Holman, Gayle
Jill
Susanne

Holmes,

Itsuko

Maxine

Robert

Kamph,

Catherine

Jean

Hansen

Melvin

Wayne

David

Emest

Kuntz, Delmer

Lee

Lee Lag-

Larison,

Larson,

Gary

Steven

Lynn

Lis-

‘looked back on his years in the
fraternity and stressed the meaning of unity in the organization.

man, Thomas Cari Lissner, David

He also presented several slides.
Page president, Doug Minkema
was voted ‘‘Page of the Year’’
and for the second year in a row
the Pages named Ron Stempek
the Active that gave them the

Lynn,
Nellis

most ‘‘gas’’ during the nine- week

page period.

Honorable Duke, John Schownwald,
in reviewing the Page
class and their accomplishments
pointed out that they have done
much in the way of service wo
the community by once again donating two hours
week of

their spare time working

at Trin-

ity

they

Hospital

and

that

are

presently compiling a map of important tourist attractions for the
Arcata Chamber of Commerce.

Cantillon,

Chasies

is Eneim, Gerald Lloyd Eoff,
Robin Randolph Finch.
Richard E. Francis, Garrett
Lionel Girouard, Carl O. Gragg,
II, Dennis Elgin Griffith, Joseph
Geoffrey Grovhoug, Richard Thomas Haase, Richard Evan Hafenfeild, George Bruce Haines, Robert Arthur Hardy, David Allan
Haskell, Stephen John Hawks,
Raymond Kadi th Henry.
Daniel Albert Hinz, William
Robert Howe, Charlies Fredrick
Hudson,
LaVem
Richar
James Edward Lacy, John

Korb,
Rob-

ett Lacey, Stanley Charles Lake,
Jt.,

Brian

Max

Lambert,

James

am Mincks,

en,

Mr.

David

Norman
Carmical,
Joe
Larry
Hartwell Dunmire, Raymond Curt-

Chariotte Ann Koepsell, Leo EdLeon Kyle, Mrs. Michael

speech,

Jt.,

ward, Krusemark, Jr.

Kessler, Margaret Mary Kessler,
Soo Ja Kim, Ronald Grant Kime,

sound of the Soul Seekers.

his

ard Mac Wingfield, Kathleen Hel-

Barbara
Wright,
Volkmann
en
Jean Yocom.
AlDegree--John Thomas
B.S.
fora,
Robert
John
Anderson,
James Phillip Andrews, Jr., Thomas Atzet, Robert Scott Austin,
Dennis
Bates,
Glenn
Terence
Roger Becker, Paul Gilmore Bergantz, Barton Paul Bloom, James
Forrest Bridges, Denton George
Bungarz, William Thomas Burtt,

Clyde Lemos, George Allen Lottritz, David Howard Margolis,
Michael
Leo McCurdy,
§mest
Wayne Meisenheimer, John Willi-

sen, past member and Honorable
Duke.
The group danced to the
In

Hore,

Ann
Lee Hoskins,
Gayle Ann
Hunter,
David Harold Johnson,
Joy Ann Leskinen Johnson, James

David William Walls, MeJr.,
linda
Rose
Walsh
Bareilles,
Genevieve Clair Armstrong Watson, Martin Alfred Weeks, Rufus
William White, Gale Ann Wilcox,
Jacqueline Marie Wilson, Rich-

George

Littleton,

Lourenco,

tge,

Franklyn

Geo-

Lucia Izquierdo

Ronald
Sherman
Maher,
Ann Martin, Judith Ann
Stanley

Miller,

E.

Robert Douglas Nehus,
Paul Nerlove, Stephen
Nicholson,

Michael

Laura

II,

William

Morgan,

Margaret

Gary

Jean

Nielson,

Duane Osbome,

Timothy

Ode Osbome,
Gary W. Owens,
Kathleen Aloys Raig, Gary Allan

Richter, Douglas Willard Ritterbush, William Edward Roberts,
Donald Harry Rubin, Marilyn Kay
Sartain, Leo David Sears, Sharon
Marquis Sediack, William Donald

Skiles,

Geoffrey

Don

Norman Edward Stovel and.

Reynolds,

Rogers,

mond

William Ray-

James

Dennis

Allen
Howard Sartain,
Edward Simpler, Steven

Rowe,
Robert

Gary Sloma,

Richard Roy Slona-

Gordon
Wamer,

Michael

Morse,

Lowell Keith Nicolaus, Larry

Kenneth

Ronald
Patrick

S. Mengel,

A.

Truman Morse, Clarence Anthony

Nichols, Warren Fredrick Nickel.

Morse,

Lowell

Edwin Moore.
Geraldine Lee

Steven James Moore,

Peter Anderson Morgenroth, Mark

ker, Harold Kenneth Smith, William Ross, Supernaugh, Jr., Robert E. Taber, Michael Francis
Taylor, James
Robert Walker,
James
Edward Walters, Philip

McBeth,

Snith,

Dale

Wamer,
Stephen

Martin

Ronald
Walter
Henty Wames,

Waugh,

Ernest Cur-

FOR SALE--RCA consol. AM
FM and short wave band.
22
watt amplifier, 18 inch
er,
and
Balfour ‘‘Princessé’’ four
speed stereo record changer, all
ee
within. a
in
good reproduction.F
Centact James E. Hilbrink, 608
Oth St., Arcata. Phone 822-6816.

over 300 of their latest Pots.

it's LUCKY when you get it at
HUMBOLDT

AT

LUCKY Genecee
Draft Beer

THE BOOKSTORE
Northtown

OPEN SUNDAYS
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
PHONE 822-2834

In Bottles, Cans, Screw-Top Quarts, And
NOW

‘

Stephen

James
Anthony
Bergin,
Carlee
Arlene O. BraaA. Bontrager,
fladt, Floyd George Brandt, Jr.,
Eugene C. Brundin, Barbara M.
Buchanan,
Harry
Dale
Bunch.
Gary Alden Burton, Judy Carrol, Edgar Marion Chandler, Jr.,
Gary
Lowell
Chapman,
James
Robert Chess, Jr., Kristina H.
Christensen,
Betty Ruth Cloer,
Sharon Marie Coats, Christopher

Allen Tumer, David Preston Van
de Mark, Albert Edward Walker,

INTRODUCING

The BANTAM- 7 oz. Pull-Top Can
In the & - Pack (7% os. If you eat the cag

And How About That

tS

January 1967:
A.B. Degree--David Allen Akins,
Richard
Alkousakis,
L.
Alice
Edgar Allen, Edward Lee Amundsen, David James Austin, Wayne
Charles Bahr, Darrell P. Barbieri,

Supernaugh,

Ray

Lee

Linda

Wayne Kenichi Tani, John Homer
Taylor, Sarah Jane Smith Toon,
Lee
Townsend,
Richard
John

Sia.
al ita

listed

for

list

degree

the

are

students

following
on

COLT

‘46

Fer The LUMBERJACK MAN!!!

PLEASANT QUAFFING!

neeaiialt

The

South Bay Pan Am Winning

Sarboe Returns As Athletic
Director For Junior College
Phil Sarboe, head football coach at Humboldt State
years, recently resigned his position as head football
at the Univeraity of Hawaii, and will retm to the area
gume the position of athletic director at the College

for 15
coach
to asof the

In Intramural Vollyball Play
As many intramural activities
swing into their final rounds of
competition, new activities will

be
Sarboe wil] have the same status as the other division
heads and will also teach four health and physical education
classes.

play, and HSC saw victory slip
away

from them in the final min-

ute of play in this game.
same

year

Sarboe

That

was

voteu

Small College Coach of the Year.
During his reign as coach at
Humboldt, Sarboe was the only
coach in the Far Westem Conference to have a 23 game winning streak. He has been one of
the best-liked coaches at Humboldt and should receive a warm

reception

back

to the area after

eS

a year’s absence.

THE KEG

to take

their place..

first place with

a 7-0 record,

followed ty the Camivores and
Pontifical
Punks.
Defending
Champions
DOM‘’s were upset
in their final two rounds and
ended their season in 4th place.
In the American League the
So. Bay Pan Am ‘‘B’’ team is

Promising Season In Store

place Bob Beckstsom (69),

leading the league with a perfect
7-0 record, closely followed by

This years basketball squad has the makings of a winning
season and the additional activities and excite~ent that will be
present should account for an exciting season for the players
as well as the fans.

Basketball being a game played under small quarters and
close surroundings, makes it more of a spectator sport than
most other sports, thus including the fan in the tension and excitement
as much as the players. Being able to observe
each
and every call from close range, the fan feels a part of the
game.
The ball players are out there
representing us to the best of
their ability and in-order to give
a 100 percent performance, they

need our 100 percent participation and support.
This years’
squad has been practicing for
nearly two months in an effort
to start the season on a winning

note, and now it is up to us to
supply the enthusiasm and encouragement
needed
to keep
them polling.
A newly organized

pep

band

the ‘‘Gold Berets’’ has been organized by interested students
and will help supply much of the

enthusiasm and spirit.
Various
half-time activities
and a concession stand, located
within the gym, have been added

Knitters’ Nook
- a ite
and designs

the CU ‘‘A® team, Ivy Leaguers,
and the Gents.

The

‘Round

Robin’’

touma-

ment will get underway with the
top three teams of each league
seeking the championship.
The
handball
competition
finds the single matches com-

pleted

with

winner,

Art Jones

Mike

Carlson
in 2nd

the

place,

Practice

and Tim Provan in 3rd place.
In the doubles Jim Gall and Don

—<—

will

begin

Hutchin‘s
Market

JOHN STANBERRY

INSURANCE

ee

Gpen 6 am. & 9:39 am.

In Northtown

lananashiienenmnneniaiel

—EEw

games

weisfields JEWELERS

and will be on the agenda for the

The Place
to GO12-2 Daily
12-12 Sundays and Holidays

STAN’S BARBER SHOP

Next

t

@. Veur choice of six elegant Waltham

17 jewel

watches. Each one at the low price of ......... 19%

Let’s help start the ball bouncing in the right direction this
season
by
attending
tonights
game and give the team a 100

FOR SALE--RCA consol.

Stan

te Arcata

give the elegant gift...
&. Speidel’s quality Twistofiex watch bracelets.
ee care wae
Make his watch look like WOW 555006

ges

percent backing. See You There!

Whee
You Can
Go

coming season.
The
cage
squad
kicks-off
their season twnight and tomorrow
night by playing host to Oregon
College.
Immediately following
tonights game will be the annual
Sno-Ball dance being held at the
Eureka Inn.
Everyone is encouraged to attend both of these
fine functions.

Theatre

>

c. Rensen’s handsome standard
As smart a gift as he could wish

FM and short wave band.
watt amplifier, 13 inch
er,
and
Balfour ‘‘Princess’’ four
speed stereo record changer, all
enclosed within.
Good cabinet
and good reproduction.. $50.00
Centact James E. Hilbrink, 608
Oth St., Arcata. Phone 822-6816.

tore

Seen

men's lighter.
for...........

g™

seinen, your alee Se
chonae eee
owen 4 shock.

Sour anecous

Watch with raid
sivap,
a:

ene

coe

2a**

ee

Prom

Tinctively designed, fashion “pendent watches Pai

PURITY STORES

(. Tle Tacks with

a rich sophistication.
An exquisite

Ren he..." . “amon 18°

2 Blocks Off The Plaza On Sth St.

Center Cut Pork chops 77¢ #
Cigarettes (all brands)

$2.19 carton
HALFNIA Canned Luncheon Meat
33¢
where pride ef possession is part ef your gift

Except Sunday

$28 Sth St.

Eureka, Calif.

on

January.9, and league play will
begin on February 6.

All Forms Of inseraace
1020 G Arcata - 822-4657

1166 H ST., ARCATA
822-1791

James

Turk (71), Bill Amundsen (78),
and Les Mayhew (76). Jim Tut
had a low gross of 77 to top the
competitors.
On December 12—14 the intramural swim meet will be held between the hours of 4—6 p.m. on
both days. Sign-ups are now being taken for this meet.
Also
sign-ups for the intamural basketball teams are being excepted
in the Men's Gym with January
4 being the deadline for sign-ups.

=

His main assignment at he
College of the Redwoods will be
that of the athletic director, not
as football coach.
Dr. Eagene
Portugal, president of the College of the Redwoods, stated:
“If he chooses to be coach for
a year or so it could perhaps be
worked out.
But that decision
would be made within the department with all of the coaches
sitting down together.”
As of now Jim McAuley is
handling
the job of football
coach and Dr. Portugal praised
him for doing a fine job.
Sarboe's teams’ at Humboldt
had many successful seasons
and climaxed the 1960 season by
playing in the Camellia Bowl in
St. Petersburg, Florida.
This
bowl is where the two top-ranked
small college teams in the nation

added

Sign-up sheets are now available fot competition in basketball and swimming.

Comfort have won all of their
matches and are waiting the fesults of the Jack Rosiky Gary
Tuttle and Dennis Judson-Roa
French match to see who they
will play for the ch
ship.
The tennis
ton has
been slowed dow ty he rain
and is still in progress awaiting
drier weather for completion.
The golf toumament has been
completed with the fina) four finishers in this order.
In first

Volleyball competition |
e
has concluded with the cane
now preparing
for the final ‘‘Round
Robin’’ tournament to decide the
school championship.
The National League finds the
So. Bay Pan Am “A” team in

Three

‘Jacks to Meet

Footballers

Oregon College Great Expecations for Year

Named All-League

This Evening

by Bob Beckstrom
Three Humboldt State seniors
were honored for their fine
play this past season by being named to the Far Western Conference All-League
First Team.
Mel Oliver, the league’s leading scorer and rushing leader,
nailed down
mate Rolla
Anthony
unit, being

the fullback position on the offensive team, teamCallaghan was selected as first team tackle.
Kehl landed
a spot on the defensive
teams first
awarded the defensive end position.

Chico State quarterback Jo®

Stetser,

who

was

the

Gowns. He headed the backfield

nation’s

which included Oliver, Al Nichols of Sac. State and Joe Soe-

total offense leader, headed the
offensive team.
As a junior,
Stetser passed and ran for
a total

beck of Nevada.
Also in FWC,

Pete

Franco of

Chico and Dick South of U.C.

of 2.288 yards and 26 touch.

Davis were named co-split ends
and joined the other first team
members; Ed Larrics of S.F.
State,

tight

end;

tackles,

Mike

Cole of Nevada and Callaghan;
guards, Elmer Collett of 8.F.
State and Tony Betita of Nevada;
and center Clint Dewitt of Nevada.
The

defensive

team

lined up

as follows; Kehl and Rudy Lapera of S.F. State,

as ends,

Dave

Cummings, Sac. State and Terry
Oakes, S.F. State, tackles; Ben
Blinn,

Nevada,

Hayward

and

state,

Al

guards;

Caton,

Lou

Modena and John McCarthy, both
of Sac. State, linebackers; and
Jim Gray S.F. State, Curtis Reed
Hayward, and Donn Pintar, Sac.
State, backs.

Humboldt

also

placed

three

members on the all-league second team, as Tim Conger was
named
as defensive halfback,

and Joe Campeau, offensive center and
Al Walker, offensive
guard.
Earlier in the week Mel Oliver was honored by being selected

first team
United

fullback on the

1966

San

Diego

State the nation’s number one
small college team placed six
players on the first team to dom-

marks

the beginning

of another basketball season, as
the
Lumberjacks
tangle
with

Oregon

College

Gym at 8 p.m.
This

year

the

in

the Men's

Far

Western

1563 G STREET - NORTHTOWN
Va Sam

Faler’s is a STUDENT
STORE
with the following conveniences:
. +» ORROES CASEED, $20.00 MAXIMUM

. +. @RARGD ACCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

retuming letterRalph Hassman

feels he has one of the best
turnouts in the seven-year hisat Humboldt State this season.
Tom Ogiesbee, Far Westem

Conference champion in the 177
pound class, heads the list of
retumees

18

which

newcomers,

also

includes

several

with

Conference
boasts some real
fine teams with a real close race

outstanding high school records.
‘The remaining six letterman

in sight for the top position.
This year’s Jacks should figure
to be right in the running.
The
Jacks are fielding a team with
great hustle and some fine shoot

are: Craig Richards, 123-pound
class
and
167-pound
Larry
Warmsley,

both

two year letter-

men.
The retuming one-year veters.
erans are 145-pound Bob HamWith added height and depth
mond;
Dale Smith, 152-pound
division;
Leroy
Evans,
160this year, Coach Richard Niclai
said his boys are ready to give
pound class; and Ed Johnson,
177-pound division.
the rest of the teams in the conNew prospects who appear
ference a race for their money.
Boasting many new JC transas future bright spots for the
fers, the Lumberjacks will have
Jacks are Rich Morris, 180many new faces on the court topounder from Eureka who won
night.
Joining with four of last
All-Humboldt-Del Norte league
years regulars they put everyhonors for two years, and placthing on the line to start the - ed second in the No. Calif.
toummament and 5th in the state
season out on the right foot.
toumament last year. Ray Villa,
The tentative starting lineup
shapes uj; as follows; At the.
177-pounder
an
all-league
guard positions will be Dick
wrestier at Half Moon Bay High
Dowling
(5°9°°) Jr. from San
last year and Mike Feely, 191Diego and Steve Dangberg (6'0°')
pounder who placed 2nd in his
Sr. from last year’s squad.
At
league while represen ting Black
the forward positions will be
Conrad Seyinour (6°5"’) Jr. from
San Diego and Ron Peterson
TYPING - My Home
(6°3"*) Jr. from San Leandro. At
the starting center position will
be Jim Flint (6°4°*) Sr. from last

papers

years squad.

Having a well-balanced ball
club.
Niclai will shuffle the
players continously to give them
a rest from time to time so they
can maintain their con stanthustle

ana

Electric

ford High of Saratoga.
The remainder of the squad
is rounded out with Dave Tranberg, 128; Allan Baird, 130; Ed
Eurebie, 130; Jim Amold, 137;
Ken Fulgham, 137; Paul Schultz
137;
Lloyd Hess,
145; Steve
Koskela, 167; Bill Arthur, 191;
and Larry Tyalor, unlimited.
Boasting much more depth in
the
various
weight divisions
than they have had in recent

years,
Coach Haseman feels
the Lumberjacks will field a
much

stsonger

team

with

hopes

of making the 1966-67 season a
winning one.
One of the

most

ambitious

mat schedules ever lined-up for
the Jacks is in store for this
season, as the matmen will be
competing

in

21-matches.

Last

week the Jacks were in San
Jose for the Annual San Jose
State Invitational Tournament
and placed 12th, with the hdp
of Lewy Evans fourth place
finish in the 160-pound division.

theses.

typewriter.

25¢ per page doublespaced. Phyllis Smith

and desire in an attempt to wear
down the opposition.

$365 Glen &t. Eureka
PHONE 442 - 9038.

Junior Jacks Beat

m

Comfortable& Clean
KITCHENS AVAILABLE
16465 ‘G’ St.
Northarcata

GAS tt At MAX & JIM’S

McKinleyville 50-40

inate the list.

FALOR’S
Pharmacy

With seven
men,
Coach

tory of intercollegiate wresding
Tonight

Press International litte

Oliver joined
all-coast team.
Far Western Conference members
Collett, Stetser, and Lapera on
the first team units.

Matmen Turnout Promises

The Humboldt State Junior
Jacks posting their first win of
the season last Saturday night
beat the McKinleyville Panthers,

50—40.
The Jacks’ jumped off to a
20-15 lead in the first quarter
and held their lead until half.
time as each team only scored
three points in the second period.
The Panthers roared back in
third quarter as they pulled ahead
82-29. However, several of Mc
Kinleyvilles’ key players fouled
out in the fourth quarter and the
Jacks quickly

We specialize in tires, shellubrication, and......
just about EVERYTHING! Tip-top tune-ups, too.
MECHANIC
ON DUTY
We give
th & ‘GC’ &.

Nagi 1; Carr 2; Blackwell 8-

MCKINLEYVILLE---Watts 7;
| Wuscher8; Thompson 6; Shamp 7;
Ricci 6; Sorrells 2; Severe 7;
Gleave 4.

S&H Green Stamps

ARCATA

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

the opportun-

ity and poured through 21 points
to regain the lead and win going
away.
Max Parsons and Brad Brisbrin each scored 11 points for
the Jacks and shared high point
honors for the evening.
JR. JACKS---Mallon 4; Brisbrin 11; Moore 2; Marcellino 2;
Jones &; Gretchen 4; Parsons 11;

Check on our budget terms.

_

MAT KAI
APARTMENTS

| Bedroom - 2 Bedroom or Sleeping Room

.-« , O0NO0L, SUPPLIRG

CLEANERS

MARRIED OR SINGLE
MEN OR WOMEN
822-3334

